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1 Impact and drop resistant: Made of durable rubber that provides high shock absorbing capacity.

2 Thermal and chemical resistance: UV protected to ensure a long lifetime. Easy to clean for easy 
transport of materials and stacking.

3 Reinforced inside and walls so that they do not break or crack.

USES:
�� For use in demanding masonry work, mixing, debris and transporting aggregates and liquids.

REFERENCE DESCRIPTION CAPACITY WEIGHT (G) HEIGHT (MM) WIDTH (MM) LENGTH (MM) UNITS PER PALLET

BKC10BM
10 litre black Italian 
rubber bucket with 
metal handle.

10L 1.300 220 370 370 006940 1 250

BKCCARB30BP 30 litre black rubber 
bucket. 30L 3.100 275 470 430 008395 1 120

BKCESPU11BP 11 litre black rubber 
spout bucket. 11L 1.700 200 470 400 007800 1 250

BKCESPU37BP
37 litre and 4 handle 
black rubber spout 
bucket.

37L 3.500 380 540 560 008296 1 120

BKCGAVE15BP 15 litre black rubber tub. 15L 2.650 170 550 440 015355 1 160

BKCGAVE14BP 14 litre black rubber tub. 14L 2.640 170 546 436 008364 1 160

BKCIND12BM
12 litre black industrial 
rubber bucket with metal 
handle.

12L 1.840 300 340 330 015843 1 250

1
Bucket with a flat face that allows walking without hindering the legs, skimming the floor and 
fitting easily against a ladder. Recesses for fixing to the wall, internal graduation and fixing points 
to keep the handle in an upright position.

2 Impact and drop resistant: Made of durable synthetic rubber that provides high shock absorbing 
capacity. Reinforced inside and walls so that they do not break or crack.

3 Thermal and chemical resistance: UV protected to ensure a long lifetime. Easy to clean for easy 
transport of materials and stacking.

USES:
�� For transporting aggregates and liquids, with flat side for easy use, transport and pouring of liquids.

REFERENCE DESCRIPTION CAPACITY WEIGHT (G) HEIGHT (MM) WIDTH (MM) LENGTH (MM) UNITS PER PALLET

BKCIND13BM
13 litres black 
flat bucket with 
metal handle.

13L 800 290 320 300 011708 1 160

NEW!


